Alphabetical Listing of Outdoor Wi-Fi Locations

- Barn North Parking Lot 16
- Boswell Field Bleachers 19
- Boswell Field VIP Tent 18
- Bristol Gym South Lawn 11
- Cozzens Field Bleachers 13
- de Cordova Circle 14
- Geneva Quad 3
- Hobart Quad 5
- Houghton House North Lawn 1
- Library South Patio 9
- McCooey Field and Bleachers 17
- Scandling Café Patio 8
- Scandling Front Steps 7
- South Main Overlook North Benches 1-4 2
- Stern East Lawn 10
- Stern North Lawn 12
- Trinity Hall Back Steps 4
- William Smith Circle 15
- Williams Quad 6